(U) FAA 702 Metrics
Monthly Update
August 2016
(U) PRODUCTION: # of Reports by Year

FAA 702 Reports for Year

*Metrics from September 2008 until September 2015 include both FAA & grandfathered PAA.

Source: (b)(3) (A)
Data pulled: 08/08/2016
(S) FAA 702 TASKING: # of Internet and # of Telephony Selectors Tasked

Average # of FAA702 Selectors by Mode

Source: [Redacted]
Data pulled on 07/27/2016

Metric contributions made by: [Redacted]
(U) FEEDBACK: % of FAA702 SIGINT Report Usage

Customer Usage of FAA 702 SIGINT Reports
July 2016

- Operational Support
- Executive Support
- Background Information
- Analytic Support

Source: [Redacted]
Data pulled: 08/08/2016

*One report may receive multiple feedbacks*
(U) FEEDBACK: % of FAA 702 SIGINT CT Report Usage

Customer Usage of Terrorism-Specific FAA 702 SIGINT Reports
July 2016

Operational Support
Executive Support
Background Information
Analytic Support

Source: [D] (3) (A)
Data pulled: 08/08/2016

*One report may receive multiple feedback
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(U) FEEDBACK: # of Data Used in Presidential Daily Brief

SIGINT Reports Containing FAA 702
Data Used in the President's Daily Brief and Companion Publications
July 2016

Source: (b)(3)(A)
Data pulled: 08/08/2016